MITCH MATTINGLEY PHOTOGRAPHY

Studio 629

Welcome to Mitch Mattingley
Photography and Studio 629!
I am so happy you are considering me as your
portrait photographer. I truly enjoy portrait
photography. Some people shoot amazing scenic
nature photography, Me…… I shoot amazing
portraits. AND I can’t wait to shoot yours. How do
we get started?
STEP 1. Simple consultation
Booking your photo session starts with a brief
consultation by contacting me by email at
mitch@mitchmattingleyphotography.com or ring
the studio 7 days a week 970 201-4339. Let us
know what type of photo shoot experience you are
looking for or ask Mitch to suggest and design a
shoot based around you.
STEP 2. Scheduling your date and time.
The studio books shoots 7 days a week, after noon
to evenings for in studio, 6 to dusk evenings for
location shoots. We only book 1 client per day.
This allows us to give each client our full attention
on the day of their shoot. Bookings are usually
done 2-3 weeks out. During busy times, bookings
can be up to 4 weeks out. Weekends book up the
quickest, weekdays are most flexible . All photo
shoot scheduling is done with the studio.

STEP 3. Booking and paying for your session.
Your Date and Time are “tentatively” reserved
until the session fee has been paid for. Once your
session fee has been paid, your photo shoot is
considered Confirmed and Booked - The date of
your shoot is fully committed to you. Photo shoot
bookings are scheduled on a First paid/First
booked scenario. Sessions are non-refundable but
may be rescheduled at anytime.
Changing your Session Date
We understand things come up in life. Changing
the date/time is usually not a problem. We ask that
you give us a courtesy 1 week notice if you need to
change the date/time of your shoot. Cancellations
made with less than 48 hours notice may be subject
to forfeiting part or all of the session fee as our
stylists and make up artist often travel and
accommodate to he here for you.

Studio 629 is a contemporary fashion
inspired couture Studio
We offer simple head shots to full image make overs with
professional hair, Make up and styling direction. All
shoots are led by contemporary portrait photographer
Mitch Mattingley and assisted with a trusted team
member. Mitch Mattingley Photography Home

My style of photographing is simple and
casual

and my studio reflects the same, it’s a sort of casual
elegance. The images we will capture together will be
dramatic and enticingly beautiful but the experience and
environment we capture them in
is casual and relaxed.

The Studio Space

Our Studio is located In Palisade Colorado among the
fruit orchards, vineyards and wineries. The space is
casually elegant, warm and inviting. It was designed to be
perfectly tailored for the individual experience with many
sitting vignettes.

Frequently asked Questions
What is a Session Fee?
The session fee is the charge for our
Certified Professional Photographer’s
services. It covers the photographer’s
time, knowledge, editing, and equipment.
This fee does not include any prints.
Scheduling Appointments
Sessions are available by appointment
only. (This includes investment sessions
where we assist you in viewing and
ordering your portraits.) To schedule
your appointment, the time must be
reserved with your session fee. You may
pay with a credit card, check or cash. We
cannot hold your appointment without a
paid session fee.
Will you photograph outdoors or on
location?
Our location provides an indoor and
outdoor studio. Our backyard has a few
different sets that can be used during
your session and we are continually
adding to this area. We will also shoot on
location; however, the session fee will
vary from a regular in-studio session.
Can we schedule an appointment on a
weekend or evening?
Evening appointments are available and
preferred for the golden hour lighting.
How long is a Session?

The normal time allotted for a portrait
session is one to two hours. This time
may vary depending on the type of
session you have. This can be determined
during your planning session.
Can I bring friends and family with
me?
We recommend that one adult/Parent
accompany you during the photo session.
You may also bring one friend or sibling.
If you have a special request, please let
us know.
When will I see my portraits?
We will schedule a Preview and sales
consult Session with you after your
portrait session, this may be 7-14 days
after initial shoot depending on the
season. During this session, we will
review your images in a digital slide
show where you can choose your favorite
images. We will be there to guide you
through the selection and ordering
processes and also answer any questions
you may have. Investment sessions
usually last 60 – 90 minutes.
Who can I bring with me to view my
images?
Please make sure to bring everyone
needed in the selection and financial
decision making processes. If all of the

decision makers cannot attend the
appointment, please schedule for a time
when everyone is available. This will
allow us to efficiently utilize everyone’s
time.
Can you remove blemishes?
We are able to remove anything you
don’t like from your images. There is a
small charge for more in- depth
retouching such as, braces removal,
severe acne, teeth whitening, and tan
lines.
When is my payment due?
Your Session fee is due at the time of
booking. When placing your portrait
order you can either pay in full or put
half. If you put half down, the remaining
balance is due when you pick up your
portraits. Orders will not be released until
they have been paid in full.
When will my portraits be ready?
Most orders are ready in 7 to 14 business
days from investment session. This time
may vary if you have custom designed
products such as cards, and composites
that will need your approval before being
printed.

Frequently asked Questions continued
• if getting a haircut or new hairdo, make your appointment at
least 2 weeks prior to your portrait session.
What should I wear?
What you choose to wear in your portraits is extremely important!
Your clothing choice can make or break your photos.

• All hat being said BE YOU! And wear what you love
and want to wear. I absolutely love personalities that
are quirky, edgy and vibrant.

These suggestions are commonly used:
• wear solid colored clothing
• choose muted tones that are a bit subdued
• choose similar tones for your top and bottom (both dark or
both light)
• choose 1-3 colors for your group portrait, ones with similar
tones that go nicely together and
have everyone work within that color palette.
• choose a top with sleeves at least to the elbow
• choose long pants for men/ladies or a skirt below the knee for
ladies
• choose dark socks and footwear keep jewelry simple and
minimalistic
• do your hair the way you’d normally do it

• Do you have payment plans?
Absolutely. You may pay for your order in installments. A
plan that fits your needs and ours can be discussed during your
investment session.
• Cancellation Policy
We will call or text to remind you of your appointment within
48 hours before, but please be advised that it is your
responsibility to keep track of your appointment date and
time.
If you cannot make your portrait session please call us and let
us know at least 48 hours in advance, so we may reschedule.
Failure to notify our staff (no show) or cancel less than 48
hours before your appointment then your session fee will be
non-refundable.
The photographer does everything in his power to make every
appointment; however he is human, just as you are. At times
family emergencies, illness or injuries may cause us to
reschedule your appointment.

•

